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Arduino Power Saving Sleep Modes 

 

This lecture focuses on using power saving sleep modes on the Arduino. Six types  

of sleep modes but five of these are supported in the C header (avr/sleep.h): 

-1 Idle (SLEEP_MODE_IDLE) 

2- ADC Noise Reduction (SLEEP_MODE_ADC) 

3- Power-save (SLEEP_MODE_PWR_SAVE) 

4- Standby (SLEEP_MODE_STANDBY) 

5- Power-down (SLEEP_MODE_PWR_DOWN) 

The most power saving sleep mode "Power Down" will be demonstrated in the  

tutorial. A current measurement demonstrates the power savings potential. 

Goals: 

 Understand how Arduino sleep modes work. 

 Learn to use the "Power Down" sleep mode and an external interrupt as  

wake-up mode. 

Idle mode: is the default mode where pretty much everything will wake the CPU 

and use  power.  

ADC noise reduction mode: disables the I/O clocks and is mainly useful for 

improving the  performance of the MCU's on-board ADC.  
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The last three modes are pretty similar in that they all disable pretty much 

everything the  processor can do. 

The power-save mode: allows the CPU to wake from a timer interrupt, so it's 

useful if you  want the Arduino to periodically wake up and do some work before 

going back to the low power  state.  

The standby mode: keeps the main clock running so it can wake up more quickly 

(6 cycles)  but it can only wake from external interrupts since it disables the timers.  

In the power-down mode, the AVR disables everything except the external 

interrupts so  

there's no other way to wake it and it takes a while to come back up — this is the 

lowest power  

mode. 

The sleep mode can be changed by including the avr-libc header avr/sleep.h in 

your project. 

There are six functions in this header but you really only need to use two unless 

you're doing something fancy. So, to put the Arduino to sleep you can do 

something like this: 
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